
#
Questions Answers

1 Can a bidder only bid for the regions they are interested in? Yes. Bidders are  allowed to only submit a bid for regions or district/metro that they interested in.

2 Should a bidder print the whole price schedule? No. The bidder must print the pricing schedule only for what they will be offering.

3  What is the value for public insurance? The is no specific value but National Treasury needs to know that the bidder/s have insurance cover in case someone get injured.

4  Difficulties in getting homologation certificate?

National Treasury is not aware of any challenges, but bidder/s must obtain the certificate from the manufacture or importer. Bidder/s 

will not be allowed to proceed if they do not have the homologation letter. The certificate is needed to ensure that each tyre that is 

supplied is approved according to NRCS requirements. 

5  Letters from various third-party distributers, can they be listed in the franchise letter? Approval from fitment centre and list of franchises supplied will be verified. Refer to the clause 6.3.4.6.

7  Proof of fitment centre authorisation, is the municipal account sufficient?

Not for the TCD 1, for fitment centre the municipal account or lease agreement will be sufficient as proof of where the fitment 

centres are situated. This proof must be where the supplier has an agreement with a fitment centre to do the fitment of tyre and 

alignment on the vehicle.

8
For fitment centres that bidders are partnering with, do they need letter that states the partnership on the fitment 

centres logo head?
Yes, that is correct, it’s the TCD1 letter of undertaking is required. Refer to clause 6.3.4.6.3 on the Special Condition of Contract.

9 Must the cost of delivery be included in the cost for tyres? Yes, the cost should be inclusive. Refer to 5.2 of the Special Condition of Contract. 

10  Is the cost component per brand or product offered?

Its up to the bidder to complete it per product or do the overall cost component as per Special Condition of contract -  Table 6. The 

price adjustment will be done according to what has been submitted with the bid. (Cost must be per product per brand, if not, we 

might get one price on all brands)

11
In a case where a bidder apply or bid for different districts or metros, do we need to submit separate bids for each 

metro/district?
No, only one bid to be submitted and a bidder can offer prices for district or metros that they want to bid for.

12 Can National Treasury please apply the same percentage for price increase to the bidding price of the different prices? No. Each bidder must request for the price adjustment as bidder/s are not sourcing from the same manufacture.
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13 For multiple offers for the same item, can they still use the price schedule list?

Yes. Bidder/s must add additional lines below the specific item code & Item description, must not delete or change the 

pricing structure. The second tab on the price schedule  is for illustrative purposes on how to capture multiple offers.                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Note: The maximum of three (3) offers are allowed per item code/ Desciption. They might offer more than three for possible better 

prices for different manufacturers. This will ensure that we have more variety of brands available on the contract.

14
O-rings, valves and Tubes they do not have the load or speed rating, in terms of the spreadsheet must they be left 

blank or they must write not applicable?
Bidder/s must write not applicable (N/A). 

15 Category C -  from the price schedule, how to quote for wheel alignment as it is done for the entire car not per tyre? The Department/ Insitutions must be specific on what they want because each and every item has its own price.

16

Can the bidder bid for the tender if I am in the process of purchasing equipment and finding suitable premises to open 

a tyre shop. The tyre shop will be open in November 2022. I am registered on CSD for any further information you 

require.

The bid is open to all the bidder/s. All bidders are advised to adhere to the requirement of the bid as outlined in the Special 

Condition of Contract.

17
Please be so kind as to assist me with regards to the non compulsory virtual briefing session held on the 12th of 

August 2022.(Bid number RT69).

The briefieng session presentation is available on National Treasury: 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/divisions/ocpo/ostb/CurrentTenders.aspx

18

Comprehensive list of delivery charges – Excell Pricing schedule for all 3 categories (A,B AND C) does include delivery 

charges. How do we accommodate a list of delivery charges since there are numerous sizes and regions?Answer: 

Include the delivery cost based on the size and regions that you will be bidding for. - Question: Would this be on the 

excel pricing schedule  document 8. Annexure A – RT69-2022 Pricing Schedule  

Price should always be inclusiv of delivery cost.

19

1. Due to the various applications of the various tyres such as Passenger,Truck and Bus,Agricultural etc. and due to 

the fact that some customers might only require tyres,others might require tyres including fitting and balancing 

whereas others might require tyres,fitting,balancing and alignment –                                       Question 1:Could we 

quote on all the categories (A,B AND C ) to allow customers options  to procure as they require.	                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

2. Alignment is done per vehicle and not per tyre, however the excel pricing list has to be quoted per tyre – Question 

2: How do we include the price for alignment (per 4 tyres ) with the price per tyre on Category C.                                                                                                                    

3. Also it is important to note that some vehicles have a few axles and alignment is done per axle and ,not per tyre.

Question 3: Should we include alignment per axle with per tyre pricing ,our pricing might seem out priced during the 

adjudication process,however we are quoting correct– Please advise.                                                                                                                                                  

Question 4: Alignment is per 4 tyres and not per tyre, however the excel pricing list has to be quoted per tyre – Do we 

include the price for alignment( per 4 tyres ) with the price per tyre as requested on Category C, please advice.

Question 1: Answer 1: Yes, Bidders must quote for categories they have interest in. 

Question 2: Answer 2: Alignment is done per vehicle.

Question 3: Alignment is done per vehicle  

Question 4: Alignment is done per vehicle

20
With regards to the Homologation Certificate. Do we have to submit the Homologation Certificate if the products we’d 

be offering are locally produced? 

Its for both Local and Internation produced tyre.

21 Please forward new link for TCB2 requirements to be completed, old link is non responsive and website has changed.

The documents are accessible on National Treasury website and e-Tenders portal.



22

We have a few last questions about the pricing structure there is three heading I just want to confirm what you need 

from us there, is it possible that you can assist us please,                                                                           1. Conforms with 

specification,                                                                                                                                               2. Import component 

of price as %   

3. Unit of Measurement 

1. Bidder needs to cornfim if the items offered cornform to specification either state Yes or No.                                                                                  

2. Bidder to indicate the actual  percentage (%) of the imported items.                                                                                                                                                       

3. Each

23
Can you kidnly assist with the following information and documents: 1. Bid submission address 2. TCBD1 

Authorisation Declaration, 3. TCBD 1.1 List of goods offred ; 4 TCBD 1.2 Authorisation Letter Template

The bid must be submitted at 240 Madiba Street, National Treasury, 0001 / Pretoria or Private Bax X115, Pretoria, 0001- Tender 

Information Centre (TIC) situated at the Ground Floor. The TCBD documents are included on TCBD 1 document.

24 I would like a copy of this tender document that must be completed.

The tender documents are accessible on National Treasury website and e-Tenders Portal.

25
Please advise the sequence used with regards to the payment cycle of the tender?For example: once tyres have been 

fitted, what sequence follows in terms of payment to the appointed bidder?

Kindly refer to paragrap 23 of the Special Conditionof Contract and oaragraph 16 General Condition of Contract

26

Regarding  the above mentioned subject RT69 Homologation. Do the local manufactured tyres need homologation 

certificate: 1. Continental, 2. Goodyear, 3. Firestone and 4. Dunlop. 

As far as I know only the import tyres need homologation centre but I am subject to correction.

Refer to clause 6.3.4.1 on the Special Condition of Contract and question 20 above.

27

The real disappointment comes when you look at the excel document:

1.	The National document has 12003 pages.

2.	The District document has 5401 pages.

There are challenges with the system that I am experiencing currently. Would it be possible to submit a national price 

for each product we offer? What is the purpose of submitting the same price for the same product in every district? 

Printing 17404 amongst other documents will discourage many people especially from disadvantaged communities 

who this tender seeks to assist.(B-BBEE).

Refer to the latest published Pricing Schedule. The bidder must print the pricing schedule only for what they will be offering.

28

1. On Annexure A, we selected KZN province and King Cetshwayo District as our area of focus but there more than 500 items that 

require pricing and we don’t specialize on all of them. Do we price only what we can supply or we have to price for all the items on the 

selected district?	                                                                                                                                                                                                            2.On the 

Authorisation Declaration-TCBD 1, the list of Goods/ Services offered, Do we have to complete those details for all +500 items or only 

the items that we have priced for and willing to supply?                                                                                                                                      3. Must 

TCBD 1 be hand written or we can type the required information on the relevant field?                                                                                   4. On 

the Authorisation letter/ third party undertaking must the item number and description of product be as per tender document for all 

items that can be supplied by the particular third party?

1. Refer to question 1 above.                                                                                                                                                                              

2. Complete the for item you will be offering.                                                                                                                                                           

3. Bidders can either type or write on the relevennta field however do not chnge the structure .                                                                                  

4. Yes.


